Recent Photography Trends in Orthodontics
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ABSTRACT

The use of photographic documentation is essential procedure in orthodontic diagnosis and treatment planning. These records are also required for legal protection. Digital technology is gaining importance for creation of photographic recording. In this article, we want to give an overview of standardization and the latest developments in the photographic field in orthodontic clinics.
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Digital Photography in Dentistry

Digital photography offers many advantages to clinicians, such as being quick and easy to obtain, eliminating costs related to capturing photos, providing easy arrangement and archiving, and offering ready communication between clinicians as well as simple preparation process for presentations and publications. Based on these reasons, digital photography is widely used today.

However, many orthodontics experience problems in recording or converting photographs to be used for presentations. Thus, we should have thorough knowledge of computer software, nomenclature about photography and programs used for presentations.

Digital Camera

There are two types of digital cameras, including auto-focus cameras (Point&Shot) and digital single lens reflex cameras (DSLR). DSLR cameras are preferred while capturing orthodontic pictures. DSLR cameras are highly compatible and adaptive. Choice of camera is determined by factors such as easy use, durability, weight, price, protection against environmental factors (water and dust), quality of lens, and availability of sensor cleaning.

Resolution

Digital camera resolution is a factor associated with the quality of image obtained (Figure 1). Although high resolution is desirable, it has some disadvantages, including greater file size, longer time for uploading or printing image, and higher costs. Some factors should be taken into account while making decision to use high- or low-resolution camera. If we show images to patients on the monitor or we send images to a colleague as printed material, it is important how the recipient requests the images. One should request high-resolution in wide screen while others request low-resolution in a smaller monitor.

Bit and Byte

Digital data are recorded by using binary encoding system. The smallest encoding unit is a bit, which is either 0 or 1. A byte is used to measure file sizes (kilobyte, megabyte, gigabyte, etc.), which consists of eight bits. Image files encompass binary data for each pixel and its color. Thus, more colors require higher number of bits. Location of pixels is coupled to bits in the data. In other words, digital images can be termed as images coupled to bits (Figure 2).
**File Size**
Size of digital images is determined by number of total pixels and color intensity. Number of pixels depends on size, width, and height of image. It is important to know that resizing image by dragging alone does not change file size. When photograph is re-opened in the monitor, the pixels on the monitor are narrowed or widened, but the number of pixels is preserved in the original file. Image is always converted to original size.3

**Focal Length**
Focal length should be adjusted accurately to prevent disruption in perspective, especially in facial photographs. In frontal photographs, shorter focal length will lengthen nose while longer focal length will produce contrary effect. This can be exemplified by capturing an object by a 35-mm wide-angle or 135-mm telephoto lens. In the former, the object will appear far while object will appear closer. The optimal distance in the optic system of human is equivalent to 90-mm lens. At the same time, this is the focal length used for capturing portrait photos. In facial photographs, approximately 90 mm of focal length should be used to avoid distortion.7

**Snapshot**
Snapshot is the term that determines how long digital sensor or object will expose to light. Opening of diaphragm and closing of snapshot give us time of light exposure. Snapshot is expressed as partitions of a second such as 1/8 or 1/250.4 Increasing snapshot allows capturing instantaneous movements. When capturing intraoral photos, acuity loss caused by hand tremor will decrease if high-velocity shutter is present. In addition, low-velocity shutter cause prolonged activation of digital image sensor; thus, image appears brighter. On the contrary, darker images are obtained in high-velocity shutters.8

**Light Source**
If sufficient illumination is requested, a combined light source with lens should be used. It is of importance to position the flash according to the lens for capturing optimal intraoral photos. When the flash is attached over the lens or any side of the lens, a shadow will occur at the contralateral side. In a case of a flash attached to right side, a right buccal image will be perfect, while there will be shadow at the left molar region. However, shadowing will be avoided by using a ring flash attached to the lens.7

**Special Buccal Cheek Retractors**
It is recommended to use double-ended cheek retractor in clinical photography.4,5,9 There are two types of retractor set. One set has regular and small-sized retractors (small set), while the other set has narrow and wide ends (wide set). The small set is used for intraoral occlusal photos, while the wide set is used to capture frontal and buccal photos. It is required to use optimal set in order to obtain wide and sharp photos of the working area.4

**Photography Mirrors**
Mirrors can be manufactured in various forms such as silver-coated glasses or polished stainless steel mirrors (Figure 3).4,5 Condensation causes problems in all intraoral photos captured using mirrors. To avoid condensation, mirror should be heated and the patient should hold the breath for 10 seconds.6,9
ror should be positioned accurately for accurate visualization. If mirror is at the correct position, palatinal surfaces of maxillary incisors or lingual surfaces of mandibular incisors will be seen in the photo. If labial surfaces of incisors are seen in the photo, this indicates insufficient mouth opening by the patient.\(^5\)

When glass mirrors are compared to polished metal mirrors, better photos are captured using glass mirrors.\(^4,5\) In addition, glass mirrors are more stable against scratching. If silver coating is beneath the glass, a second image or phantom images can be produced. To avoid this, silver coating should be on the frontal surface of the mirror.\(^9\)

**Extra-Oral Images**

Portrait mode is recommended for optimal facial photo.\(^4,5\) Landscape mode will cause prominent background and thus a smaller face.\(^10\) Frame of picture should involve jaw and neck of the patient. Vertical positioning of the camera should be fixed using a tripod, and there should be a distance of 7 feet or 2 meters between the camera and the patient.\(^4,11\) If possible, the photographer and the patient should be at the same eye level. It is recommended to use dark blue or white background for optimal visualization of the face. Diaphragm opening should be at minimum. F8 is the value generally used.\(^4\)

**Frontal Full Face**

The patient should be at neutral head position and look at camera. For frontal imaging, 4 different photos are captured (Figure 4a-c).\(^4,10\)

a) **Frontal resting:** Lips and mandible should be at resting position.\(^4,10\) While capturing this image, the patient’s head should not be skewed, face should be directed to the camera, and the image should be captured while midline is positioned perpendicular to the camera. Pupil line should be parallel to the ground.\(^4,5,10\) If possible, pupils can be constricted using dental light in order to minimize formation of red eye.\(^9\)

b) **Centric occlusion with closed lips:** While capturing this image, maxillary and mandibular teeth should be at centric occlusion position with closed lips. This position is important for lip tension and esthetics. In addition, it also shows lip insufficiency and mental muscle activity.\(^10\)

c) **Frontal smile:** In this position, teeth and gum are visualized while smiling.\(^10\) This photo also captures soft tissue compatibility during smile.\(^4\) Since smiling is a dynamic condition, video can also be captured.\(^12\)

d) **Close-up smile:** This photo is recommended for detailed analysis of smiling position.\(^10\)

**Oblique (3/4; 45°)**

While capturing oblique images, the patient is rotated to 45° right and 3 different photos are captured.

a) **Oblique resting:** It is useful for mid-facial assessments, particularly in nasal deformities.\(^10\) In this image, it is difficult to assess jaw and neck, gonial region, and mandibular length. It is focused on lip fullness and the vermillion line. Both right and left oblique images should be captured in patients with asymmetry.\(^10\)

b) **Oblique smile:** In oblique smile images, the relationship between occlusal plane and lip curvature is assessed. In addition, posterior inclination caused by posterior maxilla, superior inclination caused by anterior maxilla or both (in other words occlusal inclination) can be assessed.\(^10\)

c) **Close-up smile:** It better demonstrates the relationship among tooth, jaw, and lips when compared to extra-oral oblique photos.\(^10\)
Profile
Profile photos should be taken while the head is at the neutral position and the Frankfort horizontal plane is parallel to the ground (Figure 5a-c).\textsuperscript{13,14} The most common way of maintaining a neutral head position is looking in a mirror. The lower margin of the photo should involve the superior margin of the scapula and contours of the jaw and neck, while the superior margin should be above the head and the lateral margin should be beyond the nose.\textsuperscript{9,10} Some clinicians may exclude the posterior aspect of the head from the picture. Extra images at background can be safely excluded from the image as they add unnecessary information to the image. In patients with long hair, hair should be picked up behind ears.\textsuperscript{9,10} Images captured with inaccurate head position will provide erroneous information about the skeleton.\textsuperscript{6,15} Only one profile photo compatible with cephalometric radiograph should be taken. In patients with facial asymmetry, both right and left profile photos should be taken.\textsuperscript{9} Dental light should be used when the flash is insufficient for illumination.\textsuperscript{9,13}

a) Profile resting: This photo is taken while the lips are at resting position while the teeth have centric relationship.

b) Profile smile: This photo demonstrates the inclination of maxillary incisors. This is an important point for patients regarding esthetic concerns but orthodontists do not necessarily recognize it. This is caused by lack of reflection inclination of maxillary incisors seen in clinic to cephalometric radiograph in some cases.\textsuperscript{10}

c) Centric occlusion: The photos at centric occlusion position are also taken in patients with discrepant centric relationship and centric occlusion.\textsuperscript{15}

d) Maximal protrusion: The photos are taken from patients with mandibular retrognathia, class 1 canines, or maximum protrusion.\textsuperscript{15}

Submental Image
This photo is taken to record asymmetry in patients with mandibular asymmetry. Submental image is captured while the head is at extension (Figure 6).\textsuperscript{10,16}
Intraoral Photos
Oral cavity demonstrates a stable structure in patients who achieved oral hygiene. Thus, photos taken become more reliable. Overall, 5 photos are taken, including frontal, right, and left buccal occlusal and inferior and superior occlusal images. If there is a discrepancy between centric relationship and centric occlusion, they should be captured separately. The tongue should be at the back position, the teeth should be closed, and the occlusal plane should be parallel to the ground while taking intraoral photos. The occlusal plane should divide the photo into 2 equal parts.

Aperture value (F value) should be at maximum while taking intraoral photos. This provides increased depth. In these photos, white spot lesions, hyperplastic areas, and gingival clefts are recorded. The lesions caused by orthodontic therapy become apparent by this way. All records should be routinely documented for accurate diagnosis.

Anterior Image
Anterior image should be captured as being perpendicular to facial midline by using upper frenulum as the guide (Figure 8). This photo alone is unreliable as the dental midline can be shifted to either side due to malocclusion. Stretching sulcus is important to obtain complete and sharp images. Higher F values should be used to obtain maximal depth in the areas captured.

Right and Left Buccal Occlusion Images
In direct shots, buccal occlusion images are obtained using cheek retractors (Figure 8), while side mirrors are used during indirect shots. Direct shots could be preferred for comfort and due to the ability to obtain occlusal data from cast models. Camera should be placed perpendicular to the canine premolar region for optimal visualization of relations among buccal segments. In photos taken from the anterior at 45°, class 2 relationship can appear as class 1. Before capturing the image, the assistant pulls the retractor distally by 4-5 mm. Then, the image is captured as the distal side of the first molar tooth being visualized. The margins of the photo consist of the medial part of central incisors and the distal part of the first molar teeth.

Superior Occlusal Image
The patient’s head is positioned to maximum extension. Small-end retractors are placed to the lips and rotated to the midline. Then, the lips are retracted anterolaterally. The mirror is inserted into the mouth and tilted downwards. The posterior part of the dentition can be best visualized in this way (Figure 9). It is recommended to use the mid-palatal suture as guide. Retractors and fingers should not be seen in the photo.

Inferior Occlusal Image
The patient should move his/her tongue backwards to prevent interruption of teeth imaging (Figure 9). In the absence of cast models, discrepancy between tooth size and arc size can be mea-

Occlusal Inclination
This photo is taken to record asymmetry and occlusal inclination. The patient bites a thin rod or spatula while the image is captured. A wooden tongue depressor can be used (Figure 7).
sured by using superior and inferior occlusal images. In addition, it helps to determine amount of extraction and anchorage areas that needed to be supported.21

Common Errors in Capturing Images
Correct orientation of the camera is important. Extra-oral photos are taken using a tripod. For intraoral photos, camera should be adjusted as being perpendicular to the reference point.4,5 Portrait mode should be used for capturing extra-oral photos, whereas landscape or macro modes should be used for capturing intraoral photos.4,5,9 In addition, 35-mm cameras are important to compare extra-oral, intraoral, and mirror images captured at varying time points and to perform fixed magnification.5,9,22,23

Errors in Extra-Oral Photos
Based on a previous study of the photos taken in orthodontics clinics, 60% are taken by the orthodontist, 35% are taken by the assistant, and only 5% are taken by professional clinical photographers.24 During capturing images, errors such as those due to position of camera, weak focus, darkness, or excessive brightness can occur (Figure 10a-d). Other errors caused by position of patient include those resulted from difference of height between patient and photographer, failure to adjust Frankfort plane or neutral head position, hair masking the ears, closed eyes, or smooth tissues at undesired position.

Errors in Intraoral Photos
It is more difficult to capture intraoral images than extra-oral photos. Good retraction is needed to obtain desired photos. Wide retractors are used for this purpose. In addition, effective communication is important to capture intraoral images. If we have an assistant who works correctly, we should maintain communication by positive phrases whereas constructive criticisms should be employed if he/she needs to be more careful.

High-quality occlusal photos rely on effective communication. If a patient fails to open his/her mouth sufficiently, the patient should be informed about importance of sufficient mouth open-
Communication with the patient by the orthodontist is a better approach.\textsuperscript{25}

Other potential problems include excessive bubbles of saliva, mist on the mirror, dark buccal passages, insufficient elimination of tongue, and failure to visualize distal side of first molar teeth or blockage of area interested by retractor (Figure 11a-c).\textsuperscript{26}

**Problems Related to Digital Camera**

**Field of depth**

The diaphragm opening controls both amount of light that the object is exposed to and image sharpness. When the diaphragm opening is reduced, larger areas can be visualized with increased sharpness. The field visualized by acceptable sharpness is termed as field of depth. Field of depth decreases by increasing diaphragm opening (F: 1.2–1.5); in addition, sharpness of the areas out of focus is also decreased. Field of depth is associated to extent of focal area, magnification, and diaphragm opening. Field of depth distributes one-third anterior and two-third posterior to focal plane. Insufficient field of depth can be improved by using larger diaphragm opening.\textsuperscript{9} In professional cameras, diaphragm openings as low as F: 32 are available. When focus is placed on distal to lateral incisor, a sharp image can be obtained from brackets of incisors to brackets of premolar teeth.

**Clipping errors**

Clipping errors include lack of desired area on image or those resulted from insufficient manipulation of photo on computer (Figure 12). This error can be prevented by including a larger area than desired into the image and clipping unnecessary areas on the computer.\textsuperscript{25}
Auto-Focus problems
Options of automatic or manual focusing are available in most digital cameras. Manual focusing is preferred due to some reasons. One should focus on lateral teeth when using commercial cameras and on canines when using professional cameras.

In intraoral photos, auto-focus problems occur due to lack of sharp demarcations within the mouth. Attempts to capture images fail as auto-focus light turns off (which generally appears as a green light) when focusing occurs.9 In clinics, manual focusing is used to address such problems. Availability of focusing throughout the lens in state-of-art cameras make it easier to focus. The distance between the patient and the camera is adjusted by the clinician in commercial models. For example, the focal length is adjusted to 20 cm manually and the photo is taken when sharpest focusing is achieved by moving camera slowly back and forth.9 It should be focused on the lower eyelid in frontal, oblique, and profile photos. It is intended that the area from ears to the nose should be within the field of depth.

Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Problems
Dust can accumulate on CCD of the camera as lenses on digital cameras do not need to change. The dust accumulation appears as small, black spots when intraoral and extra-oral images are evaluated. In SLR cameras, CCD can be cleaned by using optic cleaning solutions since it is possible to reach CCD.9

Positional problems
Most errors in profile photos occur due to the posture of patient. Tilting head anteriorly or posteriorly as well as different magnification values cause erroneous assessment in skeletal and morphological manner (Figure 13a, b).9,15

Inclined occlusal plane, incorrect choice, and use of retractor are most common mistakes in anterior and buccal shots within mouth (Figure 14a, b).9 Other errors include failure to suck excessive saliva or to retract tongue and aliginate on teeth. In addition, molar relationship can be assessed inaccurately if photos of premolar and canine region aren’t taken by an angle of 90° in buccal shots.9

Dynamic Records
Another method to evaluate the facial norms is to take the dynamification values cause erroneous assessment in skeletal and morphological manner (Figure 13a, b).9,15

3D Imaging Systems
From the past to the present, photography and cephalometric radiographs have been used to evaluate facial soft tissue. However, these methods have still some deficiencies. Some variables such as the distance between the subject and the camera, the camera angle, position of the head and settings of the camera may impact the assessments in the evaluation with photos. Also, cephalometric radiographs have some disadvantages such as superimposition, distortion, magnification, errors in patient positioning, and radiation exposure. More importantly, when evaluations were carried out by cephalometric radiographs, three-dimensional (3D) human face would be reduced to two-dimensions (2D), and depth is lost. Because of all these negative situations, 2D imaging systems began to give way to the 3D system.

3D imaging systems are effective, fast, and non-invasive methods that require minimal patient cooperation. 3D imaging systems are used to determine the norms of facial soft tissue in populations, monitor growth and development, evaluate treatment outcomes, and perform soft tissue simulations. Records obtained by noninvasive and nonionized 3D imaging systems can be repeated in the desired period. With these advantages, 3D imaging systems are particularly preferred in growth and development studies.20,30

While the assessments performed by the 2D system are made along horizontal and vertical directions, 3D images can be carried out along the x (horizontal size), y (vertical dimension), and z (anteroposterior dimension and depth) axes. In the assessment with 2D imaging system, measurements calculated bird’s-eye distance between the 2 shortest coordinates. In 3D imaging systems, the distance between two points can be measured either with bird’s-eye or surface topography. In addition, angular, proportional, and volumetric measurements can be made, while we can create hundreds of colorful facial maps and image simulations.31-33

Laser Scanning
Laser scanning 3D imaging technology is used for facial soft tissue imaging. The image is taken at 0.5-mm sensitivity and for 8–10 seconds. The length of time obtaining images may cause stabilization distress and loss of the image clarity, especially in infants and young patients.34 Patients close their eyes while the image is taken, so the stabilization of landmarks can be disrupted, in particular around the eyes. A flash in the background may occur in surfaces without soft tissue, and some difficulties may be encountered in identifying landmarks depending on the surface color. Even white light laser applications may lead to some deficiencies for capturing accurate color in the tissue surface.15

Stereophotogrammetry
Stereophotogrammetry is an imaging system that transforms the 2-dimensional images obtained by 2 synchronized camera device to the 3D images with the help of computers, and makes processed the complex algorithms process. The system consists of two synchronized cameras angled at 150° and mounted in a frame 50 cm from within.35 Time of the image capture is up to 1.5 milliseconds, and the processing time is approximately 30 seconds. The short image capture time especially causes a great advantage for the patient and the physician. High image quality and noninvasive and ionized nature of imaging are advantages. It is a more rapid method according to the laser scanning system, and there are no safety concerns with the laser scanning system in this system.
3Dmd Imaging Systems
Recently, especially in the dental clinic, 3Dmd (3Dmd, Atlanta, Ga, USA) face system, which is a stereophotogrammetry system, has been started to be used frequently. 3Dmd is a surface imaging system and designed to display a 3D human face. The system provides exact size image with face morphology and linear, angular, and volumetric measurements of the human face. Advanced photography speed with high resolution eliminates image distortion caused by patient movement.36

CONCLUSIONS
Orthodontics and other fields of dentistry should follow technological advances strictly in order to use in practice. Capturing high-quality photos is one of these practices, comprising an important topic in all fields of dentistry. In parallel, photography has become an optional subject in some universities in our country. When advantages of photos captured in the clinic are considered,

1) Routine documentation is achieved,
2) Photos can be used at presentation and comparison of cases,
3) It is important to compared data during long-term follow-up,
4) Standardization of records is important to obtain reliable results, and for comparison of outcomes
5) Images captured before, during, and after treatment provide legal protection when needed.
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